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Money Service Businesses  / Hawalas

Context

Somalia is a net receiver of remittances. This means inflows far exceed the outflows
from Somalia in purely personal remittance terms. The permanency of the remittance
flows reflects the large Somali communities that are based predominantly, but not
exclusively, in the West and the Gulf region. Family support remittances (the largest
source of income for most beneficiaries), personal investment inflows and corporate
remittances (e.g. companies moving funds into/out of Somalia for business purposes)
are the three sources of remittance flows that form a substantial proportion of the
overall remittance volume.

A number of Money Service Businesses (MSBs or Hawalas as they are commonly
known) provide remittance services throughout greater Somalia. The absence of a
viable banking system means MSBs play a dominant role in facilitating both personal
and corporate cross-border cash flows. The well-established MSBs that operate in
Somalia are generally regarded as reliable but extremely expensive. A typical remitter
pays, on average, a 6% commission to remit $100 to Somalia – in addition to a
considerable more expensive exchange rate which is 2.5% - 3% worse than the
prevailing market rate. The effective cost of a typical $100 remittance is therefore
nearly 8.5% - 9% on average and can be considerably more than that at times.

Frictionless but very expensive
Cross-border payments across East Africa are notoriously complicated as most people
do not have access to banking systems. Moreover, due to the basic financial systems
infrastructure in these countries, inward / outward payments generally go through a
number of correspondent financial institutions which may take many days, if not
weeks. This process is therefore not suited to remitters that may want to send small
value payments frequently and would like those funds to be received quickly.

Moreover, the introduction of electronic mobile money technologies have made it
possible to send funds directly to a recipient’s mobile in Somalia in a matter of
minutes. This service allows the recipient to use their “airtime cash” to redeem it in
cash, transfer it to others or use it to buy good / services with it. Whilst this
innovation has quickened the process, it neither enhanced MSBs’ engagement with
customers nor led to a corresponding reduction in costs for users.

The remittance commitment
For the majority of personal Hawala users, the commitment to remit funds largely
reflects the necessary nature of the beneficiaries’ needs for funds to sustain their
livelihoods. As the need is invariably a permanent one, it does mean remittance
volumes remain fairly stable over the economic cycles, hence the reason the market is
a profitable one. This is also why the cost of remittance has not reduced noticeably
over the past few decades because of the absence of a cheap alternative model.

A global industry worth billions

A recent United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

(UNESCO) report estimated the global remittance flows to be around

$613 billion as at 2017, with the average cost charged by finance

companies to be around 7% . In Somalia, whilst there are no official

records of the actual remittance inflows, the estimated volume, taking

into account corporate remittances within the country, is in the region of

between $4bn – $5bn a year.

$613 billion Market

Estimated Global Volume as at 

2017

7%

Average Cost  for sending remittances 

(global average) 

9% 

Average Cost  of remittance 

to Somalia  

$4bn - $5bn 
Annually 
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The “Hawala” process has not materially changed over decades or faced a
serious business model disruption. Indeed, most of those trying to disrupt the
Hawala system think they face two seemingly difficult challenges: margin
compression and the problem of service differentiation.

The ubiquitous Hawala franchise shops
As anyone can open a Hawala shop, there is ostensibly a low barrier to entry,
making the market a fairly crowded one - low profits, hence the margin
compression issue. Given every Hawala company does pretty much the same
thing and there is hardly any service differentiation, creating a unique and
sustainable customer value is assumed to be difficult, if not altogether
impossible. If a Money Service Business (MSB) were to come up with a new
remittance model, competitors would simply imitate it, making all MSBs the
same. Because of this, there is a competitive convergence amongst all Somali
MSBs to the point where their pricing strategies mirror exactly one another.

There is also no material variation in how most MSBs offer their services.
Typically, a customer goes into service shops or logs into an online platform (in
limited cases), passes the relevant Know-Your-Customer (KYC) checks and
remits the funds. Remitters pay a commission and funds are generally received
by the beneficiaries instantaneously. It is a system which has not changed in
decades, except for a minor backend automation of some processes.

The MSBs that operate in Somalia are generally regarded as reliable and fast,
albeit benefitting from an expensive remittance system for which there had not
so far been a viable cheaper alterative. With the exception of the introduction
of the mobile money transfer system, most MSBs have not faced any
significant disruptive innovation across a wide spectrum of their business
models, creating a complacency in both their service offering, pricing and
customer experience.

Despite the MSBs’ long experience in serving communities, and the reliable
nature of their service, most users believe they are costly, inconvenient as
regards service delivery and are poor value for money. This analysis will
highlight the significant weaknesses in MSBs’ quality of service, pricing model
and the way they lose/ create consumer value - opportunity areas that new
disruptors could exploit.

A snapshot of the most important factors that influence a customer’s  decision to 
send money through a Money Service Business (Hawala): 

What Hawala Customers Think

Survey Snapshot – MSB Customers

91%

8%

1%

Remittance Cost

Personal customers rate the cost of remittance

(which includes the commission and exchange

rate) to be the biggest influencing factor in their

decision-making.

Brand Saliency

Very few personal customers rate the

Hawala brand to be important to their

decision-making.

Proximity / convenience of the  

Hawala Franchise Shop

Personal customers think proximity – the

remittance shop closest to their home, place

of work or town centre (rather than cost) to

be key.

Sumcada ay leedahay shirkadda ma ahan 
mid muhiimad leh. Dabcan, tani waxay 
keeni kartaa in shiradaha ku cusub suuqa 
xawaaladaha ay si fudud ku kasbadaan 
macaamiil cusub.

Sumcada Shirkadda Xawilaadda  

Halka uu dukaanka xawilaada ku yaalo 
muhiimad buu u leeyahay macaamiisha 
qaarkood, laakin ma ahan mid badan. 

Meesha uu ku yaalo Dukaanka 
Xawilaada

Macaamiisha  badankood (91%): 
Qarashka xawilaada baa aad ugu 
muhiimad badan.

Qarashka Xawilaadda 

Spotlight Analysis 

No “brand” edge over potential disruptors

The fact that brand saliency is insignificant in users’ minds is a key strategic weaknesses of the 

established MSBs and a great opportunity for new market entrants. 

Disrupting the Hawala Model 
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Use of Technology
No use of technology to 
facilitate customer service. This 
is why, despite the advances in 
technologies, there had not 
been any service innovation.

Poor Customer 
Engagement
Customers do not fully 
engage in the process –
more hassle than helpful. 
Customer do all the work 
and pay excessive cost too. 

Remittance Steps
Ten steps in a typical 
remittance process. 
Potential of service 
abandonement, at any 
point during these steps, 
is very high.

Communication Channels 
Very limited communication 
channels between the customer 
and remittance provider. An 
MSB’s customer engagement 
starts and ends with the 
remittance process.
No service interaction between 
the customer and Hawala 
company  

The Weaknesses in the Remittance Service Proposition Spotlight Analysis 
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Halima / 
Ahmed  need 
to send the 
remittance 

They check 
whether they 
have enough 
cash in the 
bank 

Find out about 
the exchange 
rate and cost 
of remittance 

Search for the 
nearest shop 
that can 
process the 
remittance 

Check if the 
shop is near to 
other 
amenities for 
convenience 

At the shop, 
find out how 
much it will 
cost to send 
the remittance 

They need 
cash. See if 
there are cash 
machines near 
the Hawala 
shop

Check if the 
shop offers the 
services of a 
particular 
Hawala 

They need to 
see if the 
Hawala covers 
the  geography 
of the 
remittance 
destination

They need to 
provide 
identification 
to send the 
remittance 

Payment made 
and they get a 
remittance 
receipt

0

0

Money 

Technology 

Time 

Information 

Hawala Shop

Hawala Co

Hawala shop 
provides key 
information 
about the cost 

Shop advises 
customer about 
the geographical 
coverage of the 
Hawala company

Information 
about the cost is 
shared with the 
shop

Information 
about  
geographical 
coverage is 
shared with the 
shop

Confirmation of 
payment is sent 
to the remitter

Lack of Information
Customers do not have the 
information they need when 
they need it. 
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R e m i t t e r s ’  I n f l u e n c e  M a p

“Arimaha  saameynta weyn ku yeelan kara 

dadka  isticmaala  shirkadaha lacagaha”

The decision-making of a typical Money Service Business
(MSB) user is influenced by several factors, including
convenience, familiarity with the franchisee/shop,
remittance options and cost. These additional categories are
of particular importance to Hawala customers

The biggest influencing factor is still the cost, confirming the
findings from the survey analysis. This means new disruptors
that can provide value for money are likely to be successful.

Information is another: the extent to which customers have
the right level of information at their finger tips before
embarking on the remittance journey could make a
significant difference.

A number of other factors are of moderate and / or of low
importance. Focusing on these areas is unlikely to provide a
competitive advantage to a new market disruptor.

Hawala Franchise Shops 

The established remittance companies deliver most of their 
services through franchise Hawala shops and do not 
maintain own remittance outlets. This presents a number of 
risks which destroys brand loyalty. For instance - a 
franchisee may serve a number of Hawala companies and 
will be driven by commission. There is the lack of a core set 
of customer service standards, leading to difficulties in 
influencing customer engagement. All of these mean MSBs 
struggle to standout and will not be in a position to translate 
brands into a sustainable customer loyalty.

Digging Deeper into Customers’ Preferences 

What makes the difference 

Spotlight Analysis 
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Creating
Superior 

Customer 
Value 

The reasons that discourage MSBs from innovating (e.g. customers’
status-quo bias, service complacency, limited consumer choice for
alternatives) are the same ones that provide good indicators why this
business model is vulnerable to disruption.

As the mobile money transfer innovation had showed , most MSBs are
not good at anticipating future changes in technologies. MSBs do not
capture customer engagement, nor use customer profiling and data
analysis techniques to spot subtle and rapid changes in customer
preferences – something that would have a considerable impact on
their business profitability in the longer-term.

There is also a widely held view that the Hawala market is competitive
which makes it difficult for any new entrant to gain any discernible
market share. A number of new “disruptors” struggled to make
headway into the market and eventually failed. Some of the underlying
reasons for this were:
• Underestimating the MSB user’s status-quo bias. Most customers

use one or two Hawalas because that is what they know, and not
because they receive superior service.

• Focusing on the front-end technology (e.g. ability to use debit card,
online, etc), does not add much value if there is no corresponding
enhancement of service and reduction in the cost for users. Equally,
improving user interaction at destination (i.e. in the remittance
recipient’s country) is not a viable disruption strategy.

• Many new disruptors with good innovative ideas continue to
struggle to make any impact. It is not just a matter of coming up
with funky new Apps or new ways of facilitating remittances. If
customers do not see the new innovation as a great value compared
to the Hawala they have been using for decades, then the service
innovation is unlikely to nudge them to switch.

Thinking outside-in is the key here. This is focusing on the what the
customers need, and not doing the bare minimum as a standard.

Customer Focus

Customer Journey

Value Creation

Thinking Outside-In

Coming up with a way of 
providing the same level of 
service at lower cost, or a 
better service at the same cost.

Looking at the customer’s 
“Hawala Journey” and the 
service “pain points”. These are 
the exploitable strategic 
weaknesses

Understanding the different types of Hawala users and their expectations. In 
essence, finding out what customers want from MSBs (rather than what MSBs can 
offer customers) and tailoring service delivery accordingly.

Spotlight Analysis 

Maxeey Macaaamiisha doonayaan marka ay lacagaha 

xawilayaan? 

Waa maxay dhibka haya macaamiisha lacagaha xawila? 

Sidee macaamiisha loo siin karaa qiimo si fiican uuga 

wanaagsan kan ay hadda heli karaan?

Abuurista 
Qiimaha 

Wanaagsan 

Spotlight Analysis 

Ingredients to Disruption
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THE lack of strategic vision and 

service delivery innovation by the 

MSBs has  allowed telecom operators 

to move into the remittance market 

via the EMMT model, raising the bar 

for everyone.  

Telecom Companies vs MSBs  
Racing to Stay Ahead

Spotlight Analysis 
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Why telecom companies are thriving in the remittance market in East Africa: The 

Somalia Example

Interconnectivity Between Networks: 0% 

There is no interconnectivity between the different mobile networks that operate in Somalia. This means 

users can not make calls across networks. Any company that has the biggest share of users enjoys a 

dominant, and profitable, market access.

In the past, remittance beneficiaries had to collect cash from paying agents in

Somalia. For several years now, that has changed: remittances are directly

routed to a recipient’s mobile wallet from which they can use it to redeem the

“airtime” in cash or pay goods and services with it. It is convenient, quick and

safe. This remittance model came to be called the Electronic Mobile Money

Transfer (EMMT).

Predictably, the companies that had the biggest network users through which

remittances were facilitated spotted the opportunity of straddling into the

remittance market by becoming network and remittance providers. The effect

of this was one of aggressive expansion by the telecom companies, aided by the

already large market dominance of their mobile network coverage. This also

meant established Hawalas had no immediate strategy of responding to this

competitive threat. It is expensive to establish a telephony network from scratch

and compete on two fronts – remittance and telephony. Because the

established Hawala companies focused narrowly on the threat from other

Hawalas, they had missed the bigger competitive threat from the telecoms.

The EMMT experience also meant customer expectations changed: customers

are now so used to the EMMT wallets that it would be inconceivable to provide

a remittance service without it. Merchants are also drawn into the EMMT

model, accepting payments electronically. It is an ecosystem which favours the

telecom companies and entrenches their competitive positioning. This is an

obvious risk for disruptors that are entering the market.

Some Hawala companies are now trying to expand into the telecoms market to

mitigate this. In so doing, they are stretching their business model into an

industry in which they are unlikely to have a material competitive impact. This is

because existing telecom operators will continue to raise the service bar of their

mobile product offering and be able to scale up efficiencies. It does mean new

operators become price takers which could lead to substantial losses – hardly

the best strategic way of responding to the competitive threat from telecom

companies.

Mobile Use 

80% of the population over the 
age of 16 and older use a mobile 

phone. 

80%

95% Mobile Money Transactions

An estimated $4 billion (c. 
57% of the Gross Domestic 

Product as at 2016) is 
transacted annually through 
mobile networks. This is all in 
USD as the Somali Shilin is not 
used for mobile transactions.

57%

Mobile Phone Penetration 

Up to 95% of the urban 
population use  mobile phones

EMMT systems are critical to Somalia’s  
financial system infrastructure

The Telecom Hawalas (1/2) 
Spotlight Analysis 
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Racing to Stay Ahead

It is relatively easy to fill a service delivery void

The telecom companies were the first to see the advantages of combining telephony with

remittances. This was not entirely new – Vodafone’s M-Pesa in Kenya initially pioneered this service

innovation. For the Somali telecom companies, combining both service delivery options created an

internal fit which deepened their overall offering to customers (e.g. customers receiving remittances

into their mobile handsets could then use it to pay for goods and services – all within the same

network).

This in turn made it much more difficult for the traditional Hawala companies to replicate this model

because they did not have their own telephone network. This is typical forward straddling approach

which the telecom companies exploited effectively, creating an almost insurmountable market barrier.

But much more difficult to replace a dominant incumbent

The response from the Hawala companies was to set up, or expand, new telecom networks in order to

take the competition to the telecom operators. The problem with this approach is that it sucks MSBs

into a costly competition with well-established operators. A strategy to try to replace an incumbent is

not the same as filling a service delivery vacuum – an important distinction. The former is moving into

an entirely new business model by outcompeting a strong market participant, whilst the latter is

straddling into an area which already fits into a company’s internal activities – precisely the reason the

telecom companies were able to move into the remittance market profitably without excessive cost.

The other problem is the Hawala’s current approach could have worked a decade ago when the

mobile service development was at its early stages of its lifecycle (Figure 1) and a differentiation

approach could have been an option. However, as mobile telephony matures, established operators

have already raised the bar, making imitation costly. This is because the productivity frontier (Figure

2) is already being pushed up by the incumbents (telecom companies) as they take advantage of scale,

delivering best value at the least possible cost. A Hawala company that tries to gain market share

would need to start at the top of the frontier and stay there in order to deliver better, or same value,

as the incumbents. It is a costly strategy which takes focus from their core money service business.

In trying to compete directly against the current (telecom) market incumbents,

the Hawala companies will be hoping to shift the frontier even further upwards

– an almost impossible feat without excessive cost. This also has implications

for the strategies of the new Hawala disruptors that are considering market

entry: how does one avoid head on, and possibly unwinnable, competition

with telecom companies? The answer lies in technological innovation.

The Telecom Hawalas (2/2) Spotlight Analysis 
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98%

Almost all of those in the survey cited the EMMT facilities, 
good customer service, geographical coverage and 
network (i.e. friends and family on the network) to be the 
biggest reasons they are staying with the same network. 

75% 

Of customers predominantly use their mobile WIFI 
in some cases and prefer home broadband (in most 
cases). Their use of airtime credit is significantly 
lower compared to five years ago. 

95%

The vast majority of customers do not believe brand loyalty to 
be of importance. They use a particular company’s service 
because it is convenient (i.e. most of their contacts are on the 
same network) and not because the brand offers superior 
value. 

97% - Small and Medium Enterprises 

Almost all of the Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) believe 
the EMMT model has made it easier to sell goods and services 
and streamlined the processing of payments.  However, SME 
owners do not think they are getting the right level of services 
(i.e. account services domestic and international cash 
management, capital and liquidity support) which is critically 
important for their businesses. Almost all of them will switch 
accounts for a better provider and currently use MSBs.  

Untapped 

opportunities 

in the SME 

market 

competitive 

strength for 

incumbents

Disruption 

potential
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Opportunities: the remittance and payments chain 

Disruptors that can link the EMMT facilities (the customer payments element) to the cash management component

(the merchant element) are likely to be in a unique competitive position. Platform E-commerce is a significant

untapped market in Somalia. The telecom companies will struggle to have a competitive positioning on this.

For merchants, it opens up the opportunity to clear payments through networks platforms provided by the telecom

/ Hawala companies, as well as clear payments.

Existing or disruptor network operators could also provide trade finance facilities (such as discounting, invoice

finance, advisory, payment participation and intermediation) to their merchants which will increase their customers’

market potential. This will make their EMMT service and payment platform the hub for merchants.

EMMTs: The Remittance and Payment Opportunities
Spotlight Analysis 
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The dominance of the 

telecom companies in the 

personal remittance 

market does not mean 

they can extend this 

competitive advantage to 

the SME market for the 

reasons shown below.   



The ingredients to disrupting the Hawala business model comes down to three 

core areas: Remittance Cost, Customer Journey and Delivery Innovation.

1Remittance Cost 

Customer must feel they are getting value for money 

As this report analysis shows, the remittance system is an expensive

model which does not deliver on value for money grounds. There

are significant cost and customer segmentation opportunities for

new competitors to exploit, and this could have a major impact on

the market. Hawala companies ignore this at their peril.

2Customer Journey 

Understand customer needs and overall Hawala experience  

Many of the established Hawala companies do not understand

why customers use their services, let lone what they can do to

help improve user engagement. This is partly because of the

“franchise Hawala shop” model, but also because of the lack of

business model innovation. The implications of this should be

important to recognise: disruptors that focus on the user’s

“pain” points, of which they are many, are likely to acquire

sustainable competitive advantage almost immediately.

3Delivery Innovation

Think about how to enable access beyond imitating Telecoms 

There are many ways of delivering the remittance funds to 

recipients. The focus should be on coming up with a delivery 

innovation which builds on what the telecom companies have 

done, but does not mirror it.  That is the only way in which 

Hawala companies can have a sustainable competitive 

position.  

For Personal 

Customers, SMEs 

and Corporates

Managing the end-to-end  

remittance process. 

Facilitating the point-of-

sale access for 

businesses 

Helping large / medium 

corporate business with 

cash management and 

international banking
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Areas of huge potential growth and 
long-term profitability 

Marka la fiiriyo sida ay shirkadaha lacagaha ay u maamulaan xawilaadaha, waxaad arki kartaa istratiiji
la’aanta jirta. Qofka lacagta loo diraayo wuxuu u baahan yahay in lacagta la soo diray uu u isticmaalo
siyaabo kala duwan (sida raashin, ku iibsado alaab, ama in uu meel dhigto lacagta, iwm). Sidaa
daraadeed, waxaa muhiimad ah in shirkadda xawilaada furdaamisa in ay ku fikirto sidii ay lacagta u
daba socon laheed (tusaale: in ay shirkadda maamusho lacagaha macaamiisha iyo lacagaha shirkadaha
adeegga siinaya macaamiisha labadaba). Shirkaddii xoogga saarta xawilaadda oo kaliya, oo aan wax
kale ku fikirin, suuqeeda baa koobnaan doona.

Spotlight Analysis 

Realising the Disruption Potential 

It is important to understand the difference between facilitating remittances and serving the remittance

market. The remittance market is also part of an important attractive ecosystem which includes

remittance recipients, retailers and large corporates. Disruptors that build strategies to serve the

broad needs of the customers in the “remittance eco-system” are likely to gain considerable

market share and will have a strong competitive advantage.
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SHAPING SOMALIA 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
LANDSCAPE

Realising Remittance and Payments Potential
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Transforming Somalia’s digital banking, remittance and payments landscape.

II Soo Tuur AnyWhere® is the product of fintech firm that is developing this new digital
identity, payment and remittance system

Digital Identity, 

Payments and 

Remittances

Anytime, Anywhere
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In this section, I look at some of the exciting new 
developments in digital identity, remittance and 
payment services

1

Digital Identity 
II Soo Tuur AnyWhere® 

A transformative solution that has 
the potential to address the 
financial inclusion challenges in 
Somalia

II Soo Tuur AnyWhere ®

Sending remittances from anywhere 
in the world at the touch of a button -
at a fraction of the cost compared to 
the current Money Service Business 
model.  

IDENTITY is a core part of everything we do. However, the vast majority of the population in Somalia, as is the case in most

of Africa, are excluded from the financial system because of the absence of reliable means of establishing and recording people’s
identities. As the traditional means of identity verification processes are often not feasible, I look at how other developments in digital
banking could transform the financial services landscape in Somalia and the wider East Africa.

2
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Digital Banking in Somalia
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SMART, GLOBAL & 

CONVENIENT

THERE is an erroneous presumption that 

electronic mobile money transfer (EMMT) 
systems support financial inclusion. In the 
markets where EMMTs are unregulated, such as 
Somalia, this model exacerbates financial 
exclusion by draining liquidity out of the market 
and creating a barrier to entry and innovation.

Indeed, the problem is the failure to distinguish 
between facilitating cash movements 
electronically (in essence what the  EMMT 
model does) and access to  financial services 
systems, giving customers the benefits of full 
banking products and services – something that 
is quite important for economic development. 

A significant proportion of the population in 
East Africa, and Somalia is no exception, have 
no official identity documentations. Sometimes, 
acquiring an official identity document is risky, 
costly or isn’t  worth the expense and time 
needed to get it. However, included in this 
segment of the population are successful 
businessmen and women, entrepreneurs, 
wealth creators and employees. It is a significant 
market which is ignored by established financial 
institutions and underserved by the EMMT 
model.

That is why  a digital banking system is a 
potentially transformative solution that can 
open up opportunities and address the financial 
inclusion challenges in Somalia and the wider 
East Africa. 14



How the Digital Identity Smart System –
“II Soo Tuur AnyWhere®” - Works

A secure digital banking model  which is unique to each person and tailored to their needs

Integrity

Innovative

Credit 
Profile 

Customer 
Focus

Digital 
Banking 

Identity 
Portability

Digital Identity Transformation 
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DIGITAL BANKING 

CUSTOMER FOCUS

INTEGRITY

INNOVATIVE 

IDENTITY PORTABILITY 

CREDIT PROFILE 

A secure system which stores a 

number of customer’s unique 

attributes and meets 

international standards on 

customer identification protocols. 

The system can be used 

anywhere with participating 

merchants and financial services 

companies

Customer will have their credit 

history included  in their identity 

profiles which would make it 

easier for them to access banking 

products and services. 

The ability of the customer to make full 

use of digital banking, including credit 

balances, currency conversion,  

receiving an transferring funds 

nationally and internationally. 

Customer will have their credit history included  in their 

identity profiles which would make it easier for them to 

access banking products and services.  This also allows 

financial services companies to assess the risk profile of each  

customer.  

Customers will be able to transfer their identity 

profile from one provider to another and upgrade 

their profiles as their circumstances change.  This is 

an incremental system whereby the customer’s 

identity layer is relevant to their risk profile. 



II Soo Tuur AnyWhere®

Imagine the ability to 

be able to send remittances from 
anywhere in the world, using  your 
smart device? How about being able to 
do this at fraction of the cost the 
current Money Service Businesses 
(MSBs) or “Hawalas” charge?  

With II Soo Tuur AnyWhere ® , it will be 
possible to manage one’s end-to-end 
remittances process conveniently from 
the comfort of one’s home.   

Digital Banking at User’s Fingertips 

II Soo Tuur AnyWhere ® allows users to:

• Transfer balances to their wallets 
from debit and credit cards.

• Convert balances to other 
currencies.

• Request fixed rate (forward rates) for 
remittances for a nominal charge.  

• Accrue remittance points which can 
be redeemed against future 
transactions

• Get commercial exchange rate which 
is much better than the rates MSBs 
charge 

• Set up Standing Remittance Facility  
(SRF) for monthly remittances.
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I I  S o o  Tu u r  A n y W h e r e ® 
F r i c t i o n l e s s  a n d  E a s y :  

Download 
the App

01 Download the App 

The App which allows one to download through their smart 
phone. For non-Smart phone users, an automated free 
registration number is provided. 

Register

Send

02 Registration based on profile 

Customer will be able to register, using identity 
documentation relevant for their jurisdiction. 
Customer can register, using a number of identity 
attributes. A risk profile number is allocated which 
includes payment limits.

03 Ready to use 

Depending on one’s risk profile and payment limit, 
the customer can remit funds directly to anyone 
who is registered on the II Soo Tuur AnyWhere® 
platform.

Download II Soo Tuur 
AnyWhere® for Free!

17



E M M Ts  a n d  I I  S o o  Tu u r  A n y W h e r e ®  - C o m p a r e d  

Electronic Mobile Money Transfer System (EMMT)

This system mirrors the airtime credit model. Users can 
only transfer funds to other users within the same 
network. No credit history provided. Businesses can not 
link this to their domestic/international cash management 
processes.   

Inflexible and limited market
potential. Only available in Somalia

Does not help users / businesses 
build credit profiles 

No identity portability –
transaction profile is lost 
once a user changes network 
provider 

II Soo Tuur® System 

An attributes-based identity and cash remittance 
system, allowing users to send / receive funds and 
build personal / business credit profiles  

Attributes-based identity system

Send and receive funds nationally 
and internationally and build 
credit profiles at the same time

Portable Identity – Identity and credit
profile is personal and can be transferred to 
other financial institutions 

VS

Does not solve financial 
inclusion challenges  

Financial Inclusion– By building credit profiles
unique to each user, customers will be able 
to access the financial system relatively easily

One of the biggest financial inclusion challenges in Somalia, and elsewhere in East Africa, is how to provide 

efficient, cheap and accessible banking facilities to the unbanked millions.  What the II Soo Tuur® system will do is 

give the ability to the customer to own and operate their base identity layer (which is a combination of unique 

personal and transactional attributes) on which more sophisticated additional identity profile could be built 

overtime. This makes it  easier for customers to access financial  services tailored to their personal needs.
18

EMMTs pose material risks 
for the economy 



Insights from aabrief.com
Future aabrief.com publications will look at the development of Somalia’s capital markets, payment 

systems, public finance  initiative and internal revenue generation 

Capital Markets in Somalia

How to develop an effective capital market model in Somalia to help support business 

entrepreneurship and job creation. In this publication, I set out how a Special Purpose 

Credit Enterprise (SPCE) model, as a way of raising financing from private and public 

institutions, can be used  effectively to support business lending and job creation. 

Internal Revenue Generation: 

“Financial Transaction Levy” 

Ideas for the creation of a fiscal policy 

initiative to help pay for the country's 

financial services sector development 

and infrastructure. 

Banking in Somalia 

The banking opportunities in Somalia. 

In this publication, I look at the 

potential of corporate and investment 

banking services in Somalia. 

Payments Systems Infrastructure

Ideas for implementing Central Bank 

led or privately managed payment and 

clearing system in Somalia.

Trade Finance Innovation

Ideas on how Blockchain (Distributed 

Ledger Technologies)) can be used to 

transform Somalia’s trade finance 

landscape. 

Currency Reform in Somalia 

A comprehensive policy options paper 

which details the approach for 

reforming Somalia’s Shilin.

Regulating Electronic Mobile 

Money Transfer (EMMT) – Part 1

An approach paper which sets out the 

risks and opportunities of EMMT 

systems.

Regulating Electronic Mobile 

Money Transfer (EMMT) – Part 2

An outline of a regulatory approach 

for mitigating the material systemic  

risks posed by EMMT systems. 

Previous Publications 
aabrief.com

Future Publications 

INSIGHTS FROM AABRIEF.COM 
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